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In The Name Of Allah, The Entirely Merciful, The Especially Merciful

France Between The Curse Of Plundering Wealth And
The Flames Of Protests
Audio speech of Sheikh Mujahid Abou Mouss’ab ‘Abd Al-Wadoud
- may Allah protect himPraise to Allah who said in His Holy Qur’an: “Indeed in the Messenger
of Allah (Muhammad  )صلى هللا عليه وسلمyou have a good example to follow for
him who hopes for (the Meeting with) Allah and the Last Day, and
remembers Allah much. And when the believers saw Al-Ahzab (the
Confederates), they said: "This is what Allah and His Messenger
(Muhammad  )صلى هللا عليه وسلمhad promised us; and Allah and His Messenger
(Muhammad  )صلى هللا عليه وسلمhad spoken the truth. And it only added to their
Faith and to their submissiveness (to Allah). Among the believers are men
who have been true to their covenant with Allah [i.e. they have gone out for
Jihad (holy fighting), and showed not their backs to the disbelievers]; of them
some have fulfilled their obligations (i.e. have been martyred); and some of
them are still waiting, but they have never changed [i.e. they never proved
treacherous to their covenant which they concluded with Allah] in the least.
That Allah may reward the men of truth for their truth (i.e. for their patience
at the accomplishment of that which they covenanted with Allah), and punish
the hypocrites, if He wills, or accept their repentance by turning to them (in
Mercy). Verily, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. And Allah drove back
those who disbelieved in their rage: they gained no advantage (booty). Allah
sufficed for the believers in the fighting (by sending against the disbelievers a
severe wind and troops of angels). And Allah is Ever All-Strong, AllMighty.” [Al-Ahzab: 21-25]
And peace and prayers be upon he who was sent with the sword until
the hour when Allah is worshipped alone, and who said: A group of my
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Ummah is still fighting for truth, fighting their enemies until they fight the
last impostor.
And henceforth:
The joy of the French government in celebrating the victory of the First
World War did not last long, as we now see the streets of France waking up to
mass demonstrations, thus exposing the ugly face of the French government,
the government of the rich, which is powerful and exploitative of the French
working class - those people who for decades ignored or tried to ignore the
crimes of their successive governments, which denied the right of the weak,
especially those of the African colonies, and especially the Muslim ones.
These popular demonstrations have exposed the feudality of the banks
and stock markets as well as the lying of the media, just as the French
Revolution had exposed two centuries ago the feudality of landowners and
the lying of the Church. The hollow rhetoric of Macron, the leader of the
wealthy minority, did not convince the crushed majority who were occupied
with the tax policy which is designed to absorb the French working class - the
majority - by the parasitic minority dominating the capital through the looting
companies and banks and the fraud of the stock markets.
It is time for the French people to listen to the voice of the people who
are crushed under the feet of the French soldiers and their corrupted
politicians, who are looting the goods of these people for the interest of the
owners of the big companies such as Total, Areva, and others, while leaving
the French people to finance their continuous wars from their meager
salaries, which is decreasing in value over time, as well as the costly war in
Mali, the military intervention in Libya, Central Africa, and other African
countries. A war that appears to defend the interests of the French people and
alleged democracy is in fact to enrich the corrupted French elite and
impoverish our oppressed people and the French masses who are misled by
the excuses of the lying French media.
What the French people are suffering today, from the direct looting of
their livelihood by the government of the candidate of the banks of Macaron,
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is just the tip of the iceberg of the injustice of the French government and its
mercenary army against the rights of our Muslim people over two centuries,
starting from the direct occupation and ending with the indirect occupation,
which is falsely calling "independence". The French government is
continuing its looting, starting coups, and sowing division between people
and the tribes, so as to continue its domination, regardless of the ruling party
and whether it is from the right or left.
The French government which invaded the land of Mali nearly six years
ago and overthrew the Shari'ah rule in Azawad with international and
regional complicity and support, claimed that it came to protect the Mali
people from the jihadists, and claimed it was summoned by the formal
“Bamako” government and with national permission. It is the same
government which is now making the Mali people, with its various races,
suffer, and is sowing division and hostility, and igniting tribal tensions
between the tribes to fight each other, whether they are Muslims or nonMuslims, to ensure the looting of their wealth, without accountability or
expense.
At the time of the information revolution and the flow of information,
the obsolete policies of governments are no longer feasible, which the French
President and his miserable government do not want to realize. The whole
world awoke to the outbreak of protests in the heart of Paris and under the
Arc de Triumph, in the same place in which the French President spoke just
days prior. This is a great indication, as the Arc de Triumph, as they call it,
reflects the achievements of France and its allies atop the skulls of tens of
millions, and their continued looting and plundering of the people of the
world. However, this splendour did not prevent the the suffering of its people
behind the glamour of festivals, government celebrations, and an
expansionist policy without considering the consequences. The "Yellow Vest"
movement was the result, reflecting the low purchasing power of the French,
and the deterioration of their living conditions under the pressure of
organized government looting, despite the 500 billion dollars that France
annually plunders from our oppressed African continent, in the name of
colonialism, and under the title of colonial debts, in alleged independence
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agreements, which France to date denies to declare despite numerous and
repeated claims. This, not to mention the money of our corrupt rulers of our
countries, who are imposed on their people by force of iron and fire, and their
secret accounts in French banks. Despite all this, President Macron has failed
to fulfill his electoral promises, including his claim that he will protect the
French. The reality is that he is obstructing all attempts to release the sick
French hostage Sophie Petronan. Sophie is only a victim of his failed policies
and his continuation in the adventure of his predecessor, Hollande, by
occupying Mali, which continues to cause France heavy financial and
economic consequences. In fact, his popularity has decreased 25% lower than
any French president, to surpass his predecessor Hollande, putting a step
outside the Elysee Palace as well as harming France internally and abroad.
Macron is trying to portray his government raising fuel prices as an
environmental tax! He is also trying to delude the people that this is part of a
plan that is spreading throughout France. Everybody knows the need of 58
nuclear reactors to produce electrical power out of the 14, and its dependence
on these reactors operating on depleted uranium, without accounting for the
mines of Africa, in Niger, northern Mali, and Central Africa. This indicates
that the real cause of the economic crisis in France lies in military spending,
the looting by the corrupt French elite, and the policy of occupation and war.
Despite all this looting, it is suffering from economic problems. What
Macron is claiming of shutting down these reactors is a maneuver to justify
the growing trade deficit caused by the expansion in Africa, which the
Mujahideen are repelling, and all praise is due to Allah. They were a major
reason for thwarting France's imperialist plans. France is now moving around
the countries of the world and the tyrants of the Gulf, especially Saud and
Zayed, who sold their religion and their Ummah, begging for financial
support for their wars in the continent, in addition to extending their hand to
the French worker, while on the other hand, being confronted with the
growing tide of Jihad and the awareness of our Muslim peoples.
Faced with the rise of popular demonstrations in the heart of Paris,
which threatens the life of the Fifth Republic, and the inability of President
Macron to meet the demands of his people, the French government resorted
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to open maneuvers, trying to divert the attention of the French street to the
achievements of the French government abroad and precisely in the Sahel
and Sahara. The French army and its failing Minister of Defence announced
the death of Sheikh “Muhammad Koufa”, may Allah protect him, as a
glimpse of hope for the people from the growing tax burden and an army
engulfed in incendiary sands without any aim other than to enrich a corrupt
elite, as if the French government lives on another planet.
The Minister of Defence further increased the flow of lies and
misinformation, which the French politicians are accustomed of practicing.
On Wednesday, the 28th of November, several international news agencies
reported to the General Assembly that Sheikh “Muhammad Koufa” was
killed along with 34 others in an air landing. However, the sheikh was not at
the landing site, nor was he killed or injured, may Allah protect him. Also, the
number of martyred brothers is not like this Minister had lied, but they are 16
mujahideen, and their Ummah is proud of their steadfastness and sacrifices
for their religion. We condole ourselves and their families and relatives, as
they died in defense of this great religion.
Our fundamental stand with the oppressed people against the corrupt
minority that controls the fate of humanity with the power of money, arms,
and disinformation, does not exempt these people of their historical
responsibilities towards their unjust governments, their mercenary armies,
and their arrogant companies. The right of the French people in regards to the
tax increases in fuel and other matters is only a drop in the sea of destruction
and devastation caused by the government of Macron and its predecessors on
our land. The curse of looted wealth and the fate of your rulers robbing our
peoples will continue to pursue them and pursue you, and cause you one
crisis after another until they stop their crime or you force them to stop
expansionist policies. We remind you what the Algerian revolution caused
you of crises and unrest that toppled several governments. Before this scene,
President De Gaulle, an expert on war and politics, had no choice but to get
out of the swamp of war in Algeria. It is the right of a people to defend
themselves against the occupation that your rulers are trying to impose. Are
the politicians of France aware of this fact and quick to end their occupation
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of our land and cease their protection for the corrupt rulers in our country, or
do they insist on survival behind the unexperienced president who is
proceeding after the bank of “Rothschild" and the looting and bribing of
“Total” and "Areva".
Here we direct a message to the French people, who must know the
main reason for their low purchasing power and low standard of living, as
France has not benefited from the lessons of the past and what happened to it
due to the Algerian war of liberation, as it returned to the direct occupation of
the people of Africa, continuing the mistakes of the past which will inevitably
lead to the same results.
We say: O French people, ending your economic crisis and finding a
solution to it, is not only by protesting to reduce fuel prices or lower taxes,
but by knowing the real reasons for this crisis that you are facing, and in light
of that, your demands and moves are to take the right direction.
The main cause of your crisis, is the French foreign affairs or what is
called in short, "OPEX".
The volume of your country's foreign military spending is surrounded
by a great wall of secrecy, which is far more than what the Ministry of
Defence declares every time! Are not the politicians of France claiming
freedom in the framework of democracy and freedom of access to
information?! Why they are not revealing to you the volume of their spending
on their military operations and the coups that they finance and support in
Africa? Despite all the suffering of the French people, Macron is trying to
raise the volume of military spending to reach 2.5% GDP in 2025 to secure
the the expensive wars of your country. Which means more trouble for you
and your standard of living... You must ask your country to stop their military
intervention, and force your politicians to concentrate on the problems of
France and to get out of Mali, Libya, and the rest of Africa, such as what
Britain did after sinking in Iraq, Germany, as well, and other empires of the
former occupation, who realized what your leaders did not. Take the example
of the Spanish people, who came out to the streets and demonstrated fourteen
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years ago (2004) and overthrew the government of their country and forced
them out of Iraq. If you succeed then you will use the taxes you pay to raise
your standard of living rather than to prevent people from their selfdetermination, and protect them from enslavement.
The war waged by your country against the Mujahideen and its attempt
to prevent them from establishing a state governed by the Shari'ah of Allah is
a losing war. You must make your rulers forget their dreams of expansion and
occupation, as its time has passed. Whatever they try, their ambitions will be
destroyed against the rock of the will of the Mujahideen and behind them the
rebellious peoples in our Arab and Islamic countries after long decades of
oppression and humiliation. Your governments can not face the people who
seek to be liberated and live under the Shari'ah of their Lord and enjoy their
wealth. Here is America today, the largest force on earth, with all its material
and military capabilities that exceed the power of your country multi-fold in
terms of equipment, and after nearly two decades of its invasion of
Afghanistan, it is seeking to negotiate with the Mujahideen, to leave in
humiliation after tasting woes at the hands of heroes.
In conclusion, we renew our greetings to our steadfast people in the
face of the occupation and Westernization in the Islamic Maghreb in general
and in Muslim Mali in particular. We congratulate the Muslim Ummah on the
protection of Allah to Sheikh Koufa - we ask Allah to keep him safe and well.
And we say to our brothers – may Allah make them victorious and protect
them - know that Allah chose you to carry the responsibility of this religion
and to do Jihad in the cause of Allah, and we consider that you deserve this,
and Allah considers this for you. Be firm and know the good end for the
religious and that you will receive one of the two best rewards: either victory
or martyrdom. Allah is with you and will not leave your work.
We say to the tribes of Tuareg, the Arab, Bambara, and Sungai, who are
fighting to support Islam and Muslims, and all other tribes in the Sahel and
Sahara, that the blood of your children is the blood of our children. Blood for
blood, and destruction for destruction. The time of idle submission has
passed, and now is the time of sacrifice and Jihad, and you are its knights.
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Today, after Allah, you are the hope of the Ummah with your brothers in the
other fronts, from the Indian Subcontinent through Somalia, passing through
the blessed Sham and wise Yemen. We will not rest until we liberate our land
and cleanse our sanctities from the abomination of the Jews and Christians,
and break the chains of our scholars and our brothers in the prisons of
oppression, and until the word of Allah will be elevated in a Caliphate based
on the prophetic method of justice and shura.
“And Allah has full power and control over His Affairs, but most of
men know not” [Yusef: 21]
We would also like to express our condolences to the Muslim Ummah
for the martyrdom of the lion, the great brother, the master of the martyrs,
“Mansur Agh Qassam” - may Allah accept him as a martyr and raise his
position - who was martyred in a Crusader airstrike along with six of his
brothers weeks ago. As attested by those who knew him, he was a man of
piety, religiosity, and honour. He would recite the Book of Allah all night and
seek knowledge, and he was patient and bore torture and sacrificed for the
cause of Allah. We say only what pleases our Lord and Allah is our best
supporter.
O Allah, who descended to us the Qur’an, who moves the clouds, and
who defeats the parties, defeat France and its parties and its allies and make
us victorious over them! O Allah, France came out of its home and is
deterring from Your cause, and it is spreading corruption in the land. O Allah,
send upon them Your great torment and torture upon those criminal people.
Peace and prayers be upon the Messenger of Allah and upon his family
and Companions. Our last supplication is that all praise is due to Allah, the
Lord of the Worlds.
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